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90 7. building a model the workcell contains all of the objects and functions necessary for
the application. the program is then compiled, and the relevant files are stored in a specific
folder. the robots and tools are then uploaded to the workcell, and a description file for the
robots and tools is created. a simulation can be started, the workcell is connected to the
robots and tools, and the workcell is put into operation. we call this the first batch. the first
batch can be passed automatically to the next stage in the production process. in the
production process, the workcell can be controlled in the required manner using the
workcell. the production process is then monitored using the mps process management.
the results of the production process are logged as mps events. later on, these events can
be reviewed in the production process manager. the workcell can be directly connected to
the simulator and used for simulations. the simulation results can also be logged as mps
events and be reviewed in the process management. festo didactic gmbh & co. kg cosimir
educational 90 96 3. tool settings the cosimir educational tool manager lets you choose the
system tools to be used in a workcell. they can be selected from the tools folder. in the tool
selection dialog box, you can select the tool to be used in the workcell, and the parameters
to be set for the tool. for example, you can select the tool type, with its appropriate
functions, e.g. the drilling tool, and set the tool axis, the tool speed, the tool diameter, the
tool length and the tool length angle. you can also set the tool type and the tool speed, for
example.
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